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Abstract—This paper presents the design and characterization
of the zigzag transmissive microoptical switch. It consists of a
highly space-efficient zigzag electrostatic actuator and opaque
shutter pair, which cover the optical channel in order to modulate
a focused incident light beam. The novel zigzag design increases
the electrostatic force and extends the stable travel range of the
electrostatic actuator. By adjusting the dimensions of the zigzag,
it can operate both under digital and analog optical switching.
The real-time shutter motions have been tested by a laser-integrated microscope. Experimental data demonstrate that a zigzag
160 m size can achieve a
electrostatic actuator of 47 m
maximum static lateral displacement of 10 m (18 m total
opening by a shutter pair) at 38 V. Depending on their design,
zigzag devices have a mechanical resonance frequency of up to
38.6 kHz with response time less than 20 s and lifetime above
[1661]
7:6 109 cycles.
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Index Terms—Electrostatic actuator, micro-optics, microoptoelectromechanical system (MOEMS), optical switch, transmission
display.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

RANSMISSIVE microoptical switches (TMOS) have
played a critical role in optical telecommunication systems, optical network security systems, and also the James
Webb space telescope [2]. In general, TMOS have a highly
tunable optical output power range between on and off states
that makes transmissive technology one of the most promising
candidates to realize a high-contrast, self-illuminating pixel
display. In principle, a TMOS display can yield brighter and
sharper images than most of the existing displays [3]–[12].
However, TMOS display technology has remained underdeveloped because it is difficult to design a free space, cost effective,
sufficiently fast and power efficient actuator that fits into a
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self-illuminated display pixel (e.g., a 125- -squared area).
Developing a novel actuator design to simultaneously achieve
all these design goals under the various constraints imposed
by material limits and process resolution of a commercially
available MEMS process (e.g., MEMSCAP MUMPs) is even
more challenging.
This paper introduces the zigzag electrostatic actuator for
TMOS (see Fig. 1). The novel zigzag structure improves the
force-to-stiffness ratio of conventional electrostatic actuators.
Because the actuators cannot share their working space with the
light path without blocking the light, the TMOS design incorporates microlens arrays to form a complete display module that
improves the optical efficiency and space coverage. Each microlens focuses its portion of the light into a tunnel under the optical shutter; the shutter can modulate the light passing through
the aperture depending on its opening dimensions. Another microlens array behind the TMOS array projects the light onto a
display screen or display module (see Fig. 2).
To initiate the TMOS design process for a practical display,
we first discuss in Section II the design constraints given by the
naked human eye. The eye’s acuity and response information
can be useful for determining TMOS size and speed. Then, we
present an approach to determine the minimal size of the optical tunnel opening; it is constrained by the diffraction limit
of light and by microlens properties. In Section III, we review
state-of-the-art electrostatic actuation technologies and introduce the zigzag actuator to achieve the design goals discussed
in the previous section. We develop a flexibility model from the
virtual work principle for zigzag structures. This model is used
to estimate the fundamental resonance frequency of the zigzag
structure by Dunkerley’s method. We discuss the fringe effect
in detail by comparing the electrostatic forces estimated with
an analytic approach and with an electric field simulator. As a
consequence, a zigzag width-frequency design space is established. Fringing can be useful in actuator design to increase the
electrostatic force-to-stiffness ratio; practical implications are
demonstrated in physical devices. Then, in Section IV, we describe a DRIE-based postprocess on the backside of a 1
polysilicon MUMPs chip for the optical tunnel etching underneath the shutters. The post-process ends with a PECVD hydrophobic fluorocarbon polymer coating for good electrical isolation and low in-use stiction. In Section V, we present time-resolved testing results. They show that depending on their geometry, zigzag actuators can be driven under both digital and analog
switching modes. Under analog mode, the shutter can have full
range controllable motion without pull-in. All the design goals
are achieved.

1057-7157/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of zigzag actuator pair (a) top view. (b) Perspective view.

II. DESIGN OF THE TRANSMISSIVE OPTICAL SWITCH
The TMOS consists of actuators, shutters and a miniaturized
optical tunnel (see Fig. 2). Here we list the crucial design constraints and goals for making a sequence of design decisions:
1) Determination of device size by checking the human eye’s
acuity and resolution angle from a comfortable viewing
distance for proper image pixel size and resolution.
2) Checking the limitation of working frequency (switching
speed) by examining the eye’s critical flicker frequency for
stable imaging.
3) Determination of geometry of the optical tunnel and the
shutter opening size by calculating the diffraction limit,
depth of focus and numerical aperture (NA) with a coupled
microlens for good transmissive light efficiency.
4) Creating a novel TMOS device by dual shutter and zigzag
electrostatic actuator design for high speed, space-efficient,
low voltage transmissive micro-optical switching.
The first three decisions are briefly summarized below; the
shutter and actuator design is discussed in detail in Section III.
A. TMOS Size and Resolution
For now let us assume that each TMOS represents one screen
pixel on a single-color flat-panel display. The size of the physical TMOS device should be equal to or less than the screen
pixel size, which is limited by the comfortable viewing distance due to the eye’s acuity. Most people can distinguish one
resolution angle feature
. For example, when looking at a computer monitor, the
distance between eyes and screen is around 45 cm. Then, the
minimal distinguishable feature size for 1 arc minute is equal to
. Choosing the TMOS pitch (equal
satisfies this acuity
to microlens pitch and pixel size) of 125
constraint and conforms to the resolution standards for displays
to obtain an HDTV quality image on an 11-inch or larger monitor.
B. Working Frequency
The main constraints on the working frequency of a TMOS
are imposed by the display frame rate and a human eye’s critical flicker frequency. Under analog mode, the TMOS shutter
opening directly controls the brightness of a pixel. In this case,
to see a stable image, the shutter speed should be greater than 60
Hz for flicker-free operation. Alternately, under digital mode,
control of pixel brightness is achieved by varying the duty cycle

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of an integrated TMOS display: From left to right,
the collimated light is focused by a microlens array, passes through an optical
tunnel, is attenuated by the TMOS and projected to a display screen or a second
collimating microlens array; upper right: conceptual perspective view of zigzag
TMOS.

of the shutter. To control the pixel brightness at a rate of 60
frames/s, an 8-bit, 256-level gray scale (monochrome) pixel
should be implemented by a TMOS at the working frequency
. Thus, 15.36 kHz is chosen as
of 15.36 kHz
the design goal for our TMOS operation.
C. Optical Tunnel Design
An optical tunnel allows light focused by various microlens
systems to transmit through the substrate and reach the shutters
(Fig. 2). From the aspects of actuator design and scaling effects,
a small tunnel implies a small actuator size, small displacement,
low driving voltage, low power consumption, and higher operating frequencies. Thus, a small tunnel under the shutter is preferred. However, the hole cannot shrink to zero size because of
the limitations on diffraction spot size, numerical aperture, and
depth of focus (see Fig. 3).
[13], where is
1) Diffraction spot size
wavelength, is aperture, is the focal length and
is
the focal number or focal ratio of the lens. Thus we obtain
, where
is the
the constraint
largest wavelength in use.
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Fig. 3. Diffraction spot size DS , numerical aperture NA = D=(2f ), and
depth of focus DOF > t in a TMOS, resulting in geometric constraints on the
optical tunnel width w and substrate thickness t.

2) Microlens numerical aperture
, which is defined as
. The diameter and depth of the tunnel
limits the selection of the numerical aperture of the lens
system. Given the diameter of the cylindrical tunnel and
the substrate thickness (Fig. 3), the geometry of the op. Assuming
tical path requires
and incorporating the diffraction spot size defined in the
first limitation above, we get
.
3) Depth of focus (DOF) is defined as the range from the
focal plane over which the working beam diameter varies
within a specified limit. Depending on irradiance condican be represented in diftions and requirements,
ferent formats [13]. In our case, when using a diffrac, the
tion-limited microlens system
substrate thickness should be smaller than
, thus
, otherwise a significant
fraction of light would be blocked at the tunnel boundaries
is the shortest wavelength in use.
(see again Fig. 3).
Combining above constraints and choosing a diffraction-lim(these values are comited lens system with
and
monly available in microlens systems),
for visible wavelengths, we obtain the feasible design space. Note that constraint 3 always dominates constraint 2; however, when using a large range of wavelengths
, constraint 1 imposes a larger value on
than
needed for
; therefore, in practice we can relax constraint
3 and only enforce constraint 2. For smaller f-number, aberrations have an adverse effect on both the spot size and depth of
focus, whereas if the solution space is above f/8, aberrations are
negligible.
is the
The design space in Fig. 4 shows that
minimal allowed diameter for the optical tunnel. However, a
conservative design strategy, using a larger cylindrical opening
and smaller substrate thickness , would avoid optical loss
in the optical tunnel by tolerating misalignment or process-induced lens quality variation. A thinner substrate fits both low
lens systems; the major limitation on substrate
and high
thickness is its mechanical strength. For example, if
,
is around 18.5
. Therefore, a 20tunnel diamthen
is
eter is set up as a design goal, a substrate thickness of 150
chosen for good optical transmission and mechanical strength.

Fig. 4. Design space of TMOS for visible light of wavelength  = 760 nm.
The white region shows the feasible range for f=D and t. The region is bounded
from below by minimum substrate thickness, from left and right by minimum
and maximum focal number f=D , and from above by diffraction spot size DS
(constraint 2) and depth of focus DOF (constraint 3).

TABLE I
DESIGN PARAMETERS AND GOALS FOR THE TRANSMISSIVE OPTIC SWITCH

A
shutter is sufficient to block the light emanating
from this spot. Misalignment between center of the shutters and
the tunnel should be controlled within submicron range. As a
summary, all the critical dimensions are put together in Table I.
Because no existing microactuator could achieve all these
design goals, we have developed a novel electrostatic zigzag
design. A brief review of electrostatic actuator designs is given
in the next section and corresponding state-of-the-art examples
are described before the zigzag electrostatic actuator driven
TMOS design is detailed and corresponding analytical studies
are given.
III. ELECTROSTATIC ZIGZAG ACTUATOR AND OPTICAL
SHUTTER DESIGN
Electrostatic microsensors and microactuators have been
widely used in MEMS for more than two decades [14], [15]
because of their low energy consumption, good scaling properties to small dimensions and high energy densities. They can
be roughly classified into two categories, parallel-plate drives
and comb drives.
Parallel-plate drives have an electrostatic field inside the gap
parallel to the electrode movement direction with a nonlinear
relationship between electrostatic force and displacement. The
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Fig. 5. CAD layout diagram of the zigzag actuator design for a TMOS.

stable travel of parallel-plate electrostatic actuators is restricted
to one third of the initial gap size due to pull-in behavior [16].
Several methods have been proposed to extend the usable range
of parallel-plate drives, involving closed-loop voltage control
[17], series capacitance [18], [19], leveraged bending [20] and
curved electrodes or structures [21], [22]. Series feedback capacitors can rapidly increase in capacitance when the movable
electrode goes beyond one-third of the original gap to provide
the negative feedback to stabilize the actuator. A closed-loop
controller requires a complicated feedback sensing and control
system. Leveraged bending also needs more device area for anchors and the increased range of motion.
Comb drives [23]–[28] have an electrostatic field inside the
gap perpendicular to the electrode motion direction. Traditional
linear comb drive designs showed limited force output and
forward displacement due to electromechanical side instability
when electrostatic side forces, orthogonal to the comb teeth,
overwhelm the suspension stiffness. Various comb shapes and
configurations of electrodes have been studied to maximize
force generation capability and customize stable force-displacement response for a variety of applications including a
submicron gap comb-drive [29], an angled comb finger design
[30] and shaped-finger comb drives [31]–[33]. Furthermore,
several suspension designs, including crab-leg flexures [34],
clamped-clamped beams [35], and folded beam suspensions
[36] have been shown to improve the travel range and stability.
Overall, comb drives take up a large area for combs and long
suspending springs to provide high force-to-stiffness ratios for
larger displacements.
A. Zigzag Actuator Design
All these designs of moving parts, electrodes and suspensions
of electrostatic actuators, including both parallel-plate drives
and comb drives, have been attempted to increase the driving
force, traveling distance, or stability. However, these designs are
still too large to fit into a TMOS. There are two fundamental approaches to improve the force-to-stiffness ratio and space efficiency of electrostatic designs for TMOS. One takes advantage
of the scaling effect to make densely arranged combs and nar-

rowly fabricated suspensions. The other one exploits novel actuator designs and architectures.
This paper avoids downscaling below typical MEMS dimensions and related difficulties associated with the first approach;
instead it takes the second approach and proposes the zigzag
electrostatic actuator. The unique design combines a flexible
zigzag suspension and angled finger-shaped combs into a single
integrated structure. Fig. 5 shows the schematic diagram of the
zigzag drive design for the TMOS. Each zigzag in the TMOS
can take care of half of the required motion for the opening.
In its rest position, the movable zigzag teeth (capacitive electrodes) and stationary angled electrodes are partially engaged.
The sizes of the teeth gradually decrease towards the free ends to
allow a larger range for the shutter movement. The mechanical
restoring force of the zigzag keeps the shutter idle at the closed
position. When the zigzags are activated by a voltage, the shutters open symmetrically to opposite sides of the optical channel.
Each zigzag drive has linear disengaging teeth (teeth are getting
smaller and the gap is getting larger at a linear rate) and a relatively long suspension and range of motion of the shutters. The
teeth with their folded flexure work both like an extended flexible spring and a shape-modified comb. They can make very efficient use of the available space by simultaneously increasing
the driving force and decreasing the spring stiffness and achieve
significant stable displacement within limited space and driving
voltage.
The zigzag suspensions have dimples to reduce in-use
sticking. The use of mechanical stoppers to define the open
shutter position may increase positional accuracy and switching
speed under digital operation mode. It allows pull-in to yield
a consistent shutter opening. Stoppers set along the electrodes
also can prevent short-circuits and diminish the risk of failure.
A ground plate is located under the movable zigzag, which
is connected to the same potential as the movable structures
via anchors to prevent electrostatic pull-down forces to the
substrate.
The shutters are made from an opaque cover layer over the
optical channel, in order to modulate an incident light beam. Ideally, most of the light focused by the microlens passes through
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Fig. 6. Schematic cross section (left) and SEM micrograph (right) of optical shutter design. An opaque gold layer covers the polysilicon microshutters.

Fig. 7. Detailed CAD layout of a typical zigzag design with geometric parameters.

the optical tunnel, and couples to another collimating microlens.
The masses of both shutters in a TMOS are equal to achieve a
balanced resonance frequency and stable dynamic performance
of the shutter pair (Fig. 6). All of the TMOS components (shutters, zigzags, electrodes, stoppers, and anchors) can be arranged
into a compact rectangle.
To capture the physical characteristics and the trends in device performance in response to design variations, the next subsection presents a parametric study on stiffness, natural frequency and electrostatic force of a zigzag drive by analytical
approximation.

TABLE II
DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE ZIGZAG ACTUATOR IN FIG. 7

B. Design Analysis
A sketch of a zigzag actuator with its design parameters is
shown in Fig. 7 and Table II. To produce full gap movement
of the shutter while maintaining a reasonable voltage, the stiffness and electrostatic force of the zigzag are critical. While these
properties are tunable by the zigzag geometry, their precise relationship is quite complicated.
1) Stiffness Model: Several assumptions can be made to
simplify the flexibility analysis of the zigzag structure in its
switching (latitudinal) direction:
1) the shutter deflection is caused by zigzag bending only (no
stretching or twisting); its connection to the folded zigzag
is rigid;

2) the zigzag has a linearly elastic structure within the range
of maximum deflection.
The zigzag, which consists of differently sized segments, is
anchored at the first suspension ( , , ). Each segment consists of four connected angled trusses (e.g., , , , ). They
represent one “tooth” of the zigzag. By integrating the flexibility
at each segment, from the unit load method [37] one can obbe the bending
tain the flexibility of the entire zigzag. Let
moment caused by the displacement corresponding to a unit
needs to be considload. With the above assumptions, only
ered when calculating the virtual work, and we can obtain the
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general equation for displacement in response to a unit load in
the following form [37]:

(1)
represents the bending moment caused by the actual load.
and represent the modulus of elasticity and area moment of
inertia, respectively. To find the flexibility of a given strucwith
ture, we replace the actual applied bending moment
in (1), and the flexibility of the
the unit bending moment
zigzag structure can be represented as
Fig. 8. Graph relating the stiffness of zigzag segments to their widths, calculated with the unit load method.

(2)
Young’s modulus.

, the flexibility, is measured in m/N. Based on (2) the flexibility of the zigzag structure in Fig. 7 can be integrated according to the following equation (3). Assuming the zigzag has
uniform width and moment of inertia everywhere, we find the
at the right end of segment when a unit load is
flexibility
applied

Area moment of inertia.
Flexibility at segment .
Effective length for calculating bending
moment at the left edge of segment
when unit load is applied to the right
and
edge of segment ; e.g.,
.
,
,

,

,

Length of beams , , , at segment , and
the corresponding beam skew angle.
Beam width and thickness.
The local coordinate along each beam
segment.

Subscript refers to the segments , , , and
of the
zigzag in Fig. 7. The zigzag flexibility at the end of each segment
is a combination of the flexibility at the individual segment and
the flexibility of the entire suspension to its left.
A simple way to modify the flexibility is to adjust the width of
the individual angled teeth. The parametric designs of zigzags
and electrodes have been described in Table II. A graph comparing the stiffness of zigzag segments with a variety of widths
is shown in Fig. 8. The flexibility information at each segment
of the zigzag can help predict the fundamental resonance frequency of the zigzag.
2) Natural Frequency: By using the flexibility and mass information of each zigzag segment and shutter, one can estimate the fundamental resonance frequency of the zigzag actuator from Dunkerley’s method [38]. The method yields the
following expression to estimate a lower bound of fundamental
resonance frequency

(3)
(4)
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Fig. 9. Width-frequency design space for the zigzag design given in Fig. 7,
calculated with the unit load method.

is the flexibility at segment (in m/N),
the mass at
the fundamental resonance frequency, and
segment (kg),
the higher mode resonance frequencies. Since all
we
higher modes can be assumed to be much higher than
can make the following approximation:

Fig. 10. Comparison between analytic method and FEM simulations for the
force F along the latitudinal direction, with a voltage V = 1 V.

can be determined from the first varishaped electrodes.
ation of potential energy with respect to displacement,
. From this relationship, it follows that

(5)
Assuming the total length of the zigzag suspension is given
as a design constant, the basic geometric parameters to manipulate the zigzag natural frequency are mainly the zigzag angles
and width . Holding the zigzag angle constant, the equations
for resonance frequency may be combined to form a single expression defining the width-frequency design space (see Fig. 9).
These theoretically calculated frequencies have been checked
against experimental results and will be discussed in Section V.
3) Electrostatic Energy and Force: The capacitance of each
zigzag segment with respect to the gap between the segment and
electrode is important for calculating the change in electrostatic
potential energy and electrostatic force. If we neglect (for now)
the fringe effect in the zigzag geometry, the electrostatic potenbetween the movable and the stationary electial energy
trode of zigzag segment can be derived from its capacitance
and expressed as

(6)
Here,
and
represent, respectively, the effective (enseggagement) comb length on the left and on the right of the
and
are the left and right gap in the rest position,
ment,
and is the beam skew angle. represents the displacement
of segment in the latitudinal direction. is the electrical permittivity of free space, the dielectric constant of the medium
in the gap, and is the electrical potential between the moving
and the stationary electrode (see again Fig. 7 and Table II).
on a segment
The magnitude of the electrostatic force
depends on the applied voltage as well as the geometry of the

(7)
Equation (7) implies that the zigzag actuator, unlike a combdrive, exhibits a nonlinear force with respect to latitudinal displacement. The force
acting on the zigzag is a function
along the
of zigzag shape and gap size. Fig. 10 compares
latitudinal direction for each segment , estimated by the analytic method of (7) and also by an electrostatic field simulator
(see Section III-B4). The segments near the anchor experience a
larger force because the apex of the zigzag is closer to the electrode. However, the segments near the shutter contribute more
to torque and bending moment as they move close to the fixed
electrode. Achieving a maximum stroke (i.e., shutter displacewithin a given area is the overall design goal. The
ment)
angle and the stroke (i.e., the motion range of each zigzag
segment) can be identified as two major geometric design parameters.
Holding the segment lengths and voltage constant, the relationship between skew angle and force has been checked analytically for two different zigzag stroke vectors (see Figs. 11 and
12). The angle-force design space is checked for between 0
and 30 degrees. This analysis indicates that increasing zigzag
skew angle increases the force generation especially for larger
strokes near the shutter. In both figures, segments with lower
index number have less flexibility and stroke, because they have
small gaps for generating large electrostatic forces. Therefore,
the generated force is less sensitive to their skew angle. For
zigzag segments near the shutter, the increase in skew angle
has significant impact on the driving force especially for large
strokes (see Fig. 12). However, within a limited device area, the
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Fig. 11. Skew angles vs. electrostatic force for stroke vector [0.05 0.1 0.25
0.4 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0] calculated with the analytical model. The stroke vector
represents the stroke of each zigzag tooth from segment no. 2 to no. 10 in micrometers.

Fig. 12. Skew angles versus electrostatic force for stroke vector [0.1 0.2 0.5
0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0] calculated with the analytical model.

tradeoff is an increase in stiffness and a reduction in the amount
of zigzag teeth.
In general, the design of the zigzag actuator is chosen to fulfill
a given specification for high force-to-stiffness ratio and space
efficiency. The simplest way to increase the maximum displacement given a limited design area is to reduce the width of an individual zigzag segment rather than modifying zigzag lengths and
angles. Thus, the width of the zigzag structure will usually be
chosen as the minimum feature size of the fabrication process.
4) Fringing Effects: The analytical closed-form solution of
(7) does not consider the fringe effect. Thus, the calculated force
of each segment has been compared with the result determined
by a three-dimensional FEM electrostatic solver, the Maxwell
3-D field simulator [39]. It computes capacitance, electric field,
and energy caused by dc voltages. See again Fig. 10.
Two types of three-dimensional models have been computed
and compared: The first model does not take a ground plate into

JOURNAL OF MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS

consideration, the second model does; the ground plate is at the
same voltage as the moving zigzag structure (as in the physical
device). The results show that 1) when there is no ground plate,
then the fringe field is fully developed, producing the highest
force output among the three estimation methods; 2) with the
ground plate, the fringe field is only halfway developed, and the
analytic solution can overestimate the actual electrostatic force.
The overestimation happens at segments above no. 3 because
there is a “charge competition” between the ground plate and
the zigzag: more electrostatic energy is stored between the fixed
electrode and ground plate than between zigzag segment and
ground plate.
However, the fringe effect may be useful in actuator designs
to increase the electrostatic force-to-stiffness ratio. Maxwell
simulation results show that different thickness combinations
of zigzag structures and electrodes allow us to exploit fringing
effects and to reduce the driving voltage. Under the same
applied voltage and gap size, the single height zigzag has
more deflection than the double height structure because of the
relatively higher force contribution from the fringing field. For
example, when the height of the beam decreases from 3.5 to
, the stiffness decreases 43% but the electrostatic force
2.0
decreases only 28%. Thus, under the same applied voltage
and gap, the single height zigzag has more deflection than
the double height structure. This insight can be exploited to
improve the electrostatic force-to-stiffness ratio of the zigzag
actuator.
5) Design Fine-Tuning: Ideally (under small deflection),
the displacement of the zigzag during deflection would follow
a straight trajectory. During actual operation, the deflection
of the zigzag follows a slightly curved trajectory, especially
for the movable zigzag segments near the shutter, because the
increasing electrostatic field causes a slight compression of
the zigzag segments. Thus, the fixed electrode near the shutter
.
is shifted longitudinally towards the anchor by around 2
Therefore, when the actuator is fully opened to the stoppers, the
zigzag segment does not contact with the stationary electrode,
even though a straight trajectory would result in a collision.
This kind of design information for the final adjustment of
zigzag electrode position is gained from the design-fabrication-testing-modification (DFTM) loop. Moreover, because of
the limitations in the lithographic resolution of the microfabrication process and the slight discordance between the design
layout on the mask and the actual fabricated devices, the final
tuning for the design optimization also relies on the DFTM loop.
The next section presents the fabrication process, including
postprocesses for MUMPs chips thinning, backside polishing,
optical tunnel DRIE etching, and antistiction plasma-enhanced
chemical-vapor deposition (PECVD) coating.

IV. FABRICATION
The prototypes were fabricated in MEMSCAP MUMPs, a
Multi-User MEMS Process [40], with a newly developed postprocess (see Fig. 13) and a chip carrier system (see Fig. 14).
MUMPs
This system can hold and protect an individual 1
chip during back side lithography and deep reactive ion etching
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Fig. 13. The process flow chart for fabrication of the optical tunnel. (a) An unreleased chip. (b) After mechanical polishing. (c) After polish etching. (d) DRIE
through hole etching. (e) RIE aperture etching. (f) After releasing.

Fig. 14. The chip carrier system can hold the MUMPs chip during the processing in the DRIE chamber under pressurized helium. It is used to provide
good heat transfer between the wafer and the chuck electrode.

(DRIE). The purpose of the post-process is to open optical tunnels and adjust apertures to fit various microlens systems. Processing included substrate side mechanical and chemical polishing (chip thinning), double-side-aligned DRIE based optical
tunnel etching, aperture adjusting etch with RIE, HF sacrificial oxide removal with supercritical point drying, and
PECVD hydrophobic fluorocarbon polymer coating on MEMSCAP MUMPs chips.
A. Optical Tunnel Postprocessing on MUMPs Chips
To obtain a high contrast transmissive optical switch, an optic
tunnel through the opaque silicon substrate should be created
exactly under the center of the shutter with accurate alignment.
Deep-reactive ion enhanced (DRIE, Oxford Plasmalab 100)
etching has been selected to complete this task. Since MUMPs

performs most thin film depositions in the LPCVD chamber, the
material deposited on the device side of the chip also deposits
on the substrate (back) side of the chip. Therefore, it is critical
to do a polishing and chip-thinning etch from the substrate side
to increase the IR transmission for double-sided alignment before lithography and to ensure the quality of DRIE etching. The
unreleased zigzag actuators on the device side of the MUMPs
chips are first protected by spinning photoresist AZ4620 and
bonding onto a glass carrier with the same photoresist. The
MUMPs die is polished mechanically by 600 grade SiC to
remove all the LPCVD polysilicon, silicon oxide and silicon
nitride layers on the substrate side (the material removal rate
is hard to measure precisely on rough and nonhomogeneous
). Then, the
surfaces; the average rate is around 1.5
chip is removed from the carrier and cleaned with acetone. To
protect the material for the polish etchant HNA (HF, nitric acid,
and acetic acid 2:15:5) [41], another layer of spin-on photoresist
AZ4620 is applied to the device side. After hard baking, the die
is covered by melted wax to protect the unreleased actuators
from the polish etchant. The wet etching rate of HNA is around
at room temperature. After the polish etching is
6–7
finished, the chip has been thinned to 150
, and most of
the wax is removed with warm water (75 ). After cooling at
room temperature, the photoresist and wax residue on the top
of the chip is removed and cleaned with acetone and readied for
the substrate side lithography and DRIE through-hole etching
(see Fig. 13). The through-hole patterns for optic tunnels are
transferred from the photoresist (AZ4620) to the substrate side
of the MUMPs chip by an AB-M double-sided IR aligner using
-alignment marks
one movable objective lens with multi 2
at corners to achieve accurate alignment (registration accuracy
). After developing and drying, the chip is simply inlaid
2–3
into the carrier system, a 4-inch silicon wafer with a DRIE
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through-etched frame. The MUMPs chip rests on a recessed
frame over a through-hole that is slightly smaller than the chip.
The chip is held and sealed by post-baked photoresist for the
DRIE. The chip carrier system (see Fig. 14) was designed and
fabricated for MUMPs chips by DRIE to hold the MUMPs
chip during the processing under pressurized helium for good
heat transfer and temperature uniformity. A stable and uniform temperature between the chip and the chuck electrode
is needed to yield uniform etching results. The carrier system
also prevents free radicals in the plasma from damaging the
polysilicon devices on the device side of the MUMPs chip
during the etching.
In DRIE, it is possible to obtain profiles with positive slopes
as well as with reentrant profiles by controlling the duration of
the etching and deposition (protection) cycles (ratio of etchingtime versus deposition-time). A positive profile is desired for
the optic channel, but it may decrease the etching rate in DRIE.
The thickness variation of the chip can also detrimentally affect
the size of the opening. To achieve a good optic tunnel under
the shutter, a high aspect ratio Bosch process was selected for
).
the vertical through-hole etching (etching rate is 2.0
This etch stops when it reaches the bottom of the nitride layer.
The final step of the through-hole etching is accomplished in a
plasma slowly removes the niTrion Phantom RIE system;
tride layer and the Poly0 layer. The Poly0 layer is the endpoint
detection layer, once the Poly0 testing structure (here simply
a generic Poly0 layer) has been removed, the etching stops at
plasma etching also
the boundary of the first oxide layer.
makes the optical channel more positive, which is good for large
microlenses. After the through-hole etching, a sacrificial
oxide removal is performed by immersing the chip in a bath of
concentrated HF (49%) at room temperature for 2.5 min, folsuper-critlowed by 10 min cleaning in DI water. Liquid
ical point drying (CPD) is used for the MUMPs chip drying to
avoid damage due to capillary forces and sticking.
B. Stick Reduction
In order to prevent in-use stiction, besides using critical point
release and adding dimples under the structure and bumps for
the sidewalls, surface modification with a PECVD hydrophobic
fluorocarbon polymer coating [42] has also been applied. The
low-surface-energy fluorocarbon film is good for anti-stiction
and lubrication. It is deposited in a custom-made chamber under
plasma at flow rate 2 sccm, pressure 15 0 mtorr, and forward power 20 W. Under these conditions, the deposition rate is
around 27 nm/min. After 10 min of deposition, a 274-nm thick
(standard deviation 1.5%) carbon-fluorinated polymer has been
coated onto the TMOS. The fluorocarbon film is also used as
electrical insulator to prevent short circuits between the electrostatic actuator and the electrode. The coating yields a breakdown
voltage up to 140 V. After the MUMPs chip is removed from the
PECVD chamber, it is ready for testing.

Fig. 15. Test setup with optical microscope, strobe or laser adapter, and device
under test (DUT).

magnification) and an internal CCD camera. It is capable of
time-resolved testing with a strobe-integrated or a laser-integrated setup (Fig. 15).
Driving signals are electrically contacted to the DUT (device under test) through coaxial cables and microprobes
. An amplifier, MSK103 (M.S. Kennedy
Corporation), handles the drive signals from a digital-to-analog
PCI high-speed analog output card (National Instruments
NI6713, 1 million-samples/s/channel) or a function generator
with GPIB interface (Agilent 33120A).
The strobe-based setup, using a pulsed ultrabright 660 nm
LED diode (Lumex SSL-LX100133SRC, pulse width 1–10 ),
is capable of independent measurement of displacement at multiple points on the zigzag under periodic motion. The device
illuminates only at one specific phase angle of periodic motion
and produces a quasi-static image of the zigzag at this specific
phase angle.
The laser-integrated test setup incorporates 1) a 50-mW
658-nm laser diode (Hitachi HL6503MG) operated at 2.5 V with
a collimating lens, 2) a precision high-speed light-to-voltage
converter (TAOS TSL 254) that monitors the amount of light
passing through the shutter, 3) an oscilloscope, and 4) a GPIB
interface. The laser diode is focused onto the shutters. It works
together with the light-to-voltage converter, which has an
with output voltage
output pulse rise and fall time around 2
directly proportional to light intensity (irradiance). Focused
laser light passes through the optical channel and illuminates
the photo sensor when the shutter is open. The output voltage
of the photoconverter can represent the optical tunnel-opening
ratio controlled by shutters. The laser-integrated setup allows
the monitoring of arbitrary shutter motions in real-time with
submicrometer resolution. The detector signal is picked up by
an Agilent/Hewlett Packard 54815A Infiniium Oscilloscope.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Testing Setup
The actuators are tested on a probe station. The probe station
is equipped with an A-ZOOM2 laser-ready microscope (3000

B. Static Deflection and Side Instability
To measure the static displacement of a zigzag, the magnitude
is obtained from a single frame of the video taken with reference
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TABLE III
PULL-IN VOLTAGES AND NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF DIFFERENT ZIGZAG DESIGNS. FOUR DESIGNS WERE TESTED IN TWO MUMPS RUNS EACH. VOLTAGE
DISPLACEMENT RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN FIG. 17. THESE RESULTS SUGGEST THAT THE NATURAL FREQUENCY MAINLY DEPENDS ON THE WIDTH (I.E., STIFFNESS),
WITH STIFFER ZIGZAGS HAVING A HIGHER NATURAL FREQUENCY

structures. When the driving voltage supplies a potential difference across the movable zigzag suspension and the fixed electrodes then the electrostatic force moves the shutters according
to the applied voltage. Experimentally, a pair of zigzag actuators
opening at 38–114 V with large concontrols an
trollable static displacement, depending on the zigzag geometry
and zigzag electrode thickness combination (Table III). Types 2
and 4 provide the zigzag actuator designs with nearly full-range
analog tunable capability. The test results show that the zigzag
actuator with full-range motion (Type 2) can be operated under
analog mode. The pull-in test also shows that the pull-in voltage
is very sensitive to the width of the zigzag.
“Pull-in” instability is one of the major concerns for electrostatic actuators, which tends to limit their stable travel range.
The unstable behavior is due to the disappearance of the stable
balance position of spring force and electrostatic force (a local
minimum of the overall potential energy). Usually, for analog
switch design, the aim is to avoid pull-in to extend the controllable travel range. For digital switching, the goal is to lower
the pull-in voltage for fast switching, low on/off switch power
and addressing voltage. Compared to analog switching, digital
switch architectures do not require precision servo-control.
Experimentally, the pull-in voltages and stable travel ranges
of zigzag actuators depend on the widths of the zigzags. Fig. 16
shows the actuators can controllably travel well beyond the conventional one-third limit of the 11.5
full range. Zigzag Type
1 experienced a strong pull-in effect: once pull-in happened,
the actuator mechanically stuck to the electrode permanently.
Zigzag Type 3 has a long stable travel range and limited pull-in
effect (see Fig. 17). Types 2 and 4 have full-range controllable
movement. These experimental results show that the zigzag
stable driving distance is increased according to its width. This
implies one can design a zigzag actuator with controllable
stable traveling range simply by manipulating the width of
the zigzag, without a complicated layout rearrangement and
external circuitry. This is a significant design advantage of the
zigzag actuator.
C. Resonant Frequency
Depending on the width of the zigzag, its measured fundamental frequency varies between 6.6 kHz and 38.6 kHz
(Table III). The magnitude of resonance is observed by
checking the image blur of a sinusoidally vibrating shutter,
which is obtained from a single frame of video under 30
frames/s taken during motion. The blur region denotes the
shutter vibration amplitude.

Fig. 16. Experimental results show that the displacement of zigzags before
pull-in is proportional to voltage squared and inverse to zigzag area moment
of inertia under similar geometric conditions (same number of teeth). Each type
of design has been tested on at least two MUMPs runs. It shows good reproducibility of performance.

Fig. 17. The hysteresis of zigzag Type 3. Pull-in voltage: 63 V, release voltage:
55 V. Shutter has controllable displacement within 87% of full range of motion.

The lithographic resolution used in fabrication, process variations (see Fig. 18) and the geometric discrepancies between
design and physical fabricated devices cause these measured
fundamental frequencies to be lower than the analytic estimation. Possible reasons are: (1) During pattern transfer from lithographic mask to plasma etched polysilicon structure, we observe
some dimension loss on the sidewall of the geometry. Since the
width of the microfabricated zigzag is smaller than the designed
value, the area moment of inertia decreases, thus making the
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Fig. 18. Discrepancies in beam width of zigzag actuator due to process variation.

fundamental frequency of the microfabricated device smaller
than the analytic prediction from the layout. (2) The footing effect caused by reflected ions from the charged oxide surface [43]
further decreases the area moment of inertia of the 1.5 to 2.0
wide zigzag (see Fig. 19).
D. Settling Time
Settling time is the time required after a step response of the
shutters to stop oscillating or ringing and to move into their
final position. When the zigzag actuator takes advantage of the
pull-in effect, it opens against stoppers in a stable position, thus
the shutter can be operated under digital mode. In this case, settling time can be ignored, since the pull-in voltage holds the
shutter tightly against the stoppers with negligible ringing.
However, the settling time is critical if the shutter is operated under analog mode. Under this mode, the transmitted light
intensity is controlled by the ratio of shutter opening, which
is driven by analog signals. The settling time test was accomplished on a Type 2 TMOS in the laser-integrated setup. When
a laser beam passes through the optical channel and onto the
photo sensor, the light intensity is manipulated by the opening
of the shutter and sensed by the photodetector. To measure the
settling time under step response, a square-wave signal is used
to drive the zigzag actuator. When the step signal jumps from 0
(67%) optical-channel
to 100 V, the two shutters yield an 8
opening. The shutters open with mechanical ringing until they
settle to their final position under system damping. The light
intensity is oscillating because of the ringing shutters. This is
monitored by a precision high-speed light-to-voltage converter
(TAOS TSL 254, sensor rise and fall time is around 2 ). The
sensor output voltage is directly proportional to light intensity.
The period of the square-wave is chosen to be longer than the
settling time to complete the measurement before the shutters
are actuated by the next voltage step in the square wave. The
measurement result shows the rise time is around 10 ; the fall
time is around 20 . The asymmetry in rise and fall times is
caused by the different dominant forces of electrostatic charging
and mechanical spring restoring, respectively. The settling time
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is around 2 ms, as shown in Fig. 20. The thickness, proportional
to mass, of the opaque gold layer on shutters also impacts the
settling time. If the shutters are not coated with gold, they become lighter and the settling time of TMOS Type 3 is decreased
to 1.6 ms, however, they only yield a contrast ratio around 7:1
(measured by the light-to-voltage converter).
In the digital mode, to achieve a single color display module
with 256-level intensity scale at 60 frames/s requires digital
switching at 15 360 Hz. Then, one on-off switch needs to be
completed within 65 , which is feasible with a rise and fall
time of 10 and 20 , respectively. One can integrate three
single-color display modules into one full-color projection
system, which would be similar to the configuration in 3LCD
technology. However, if one wants to take advantage of digital
light processing (DLP) technology, the design goal for working
frequency should include another factor of 3 for time-sequential
color.
In the analog mode, a 60 Hz arbitrary but periodic drive signal
is applied to the Type 3 TMOS; this test signal yields five individual and easily distinguishable intensity levels. The driving
signal and the corresponding light intensity levels are recorded
as shown in Fig. 21. The maximum number of analog gray levels
is determined by the ability to accurately control the shutter position. As demonstrated in Figs. 16 and 17, shutter displacement
follows a quadratic relationship with applied voltage across a
range of tens of volts, providing the capability for high-resolution open-loop control. However, transmissive light intensity
can not be expected to be linear in shutter position; an initial
experimental calibration between applied voltage and light intensity will be necessary.
Though high frequency light ringing may not be noticeable
to the naked eye, to eliminate ringing caused by settling and to
achieve a well-defined pixel, the back light would need to be
turned off during the shutter’s ringing state and turned back on
during the shutter’s holding state, requiring directly modulated
light sources (e.g., LED). If we allow the back light to turn off
for 2 ms per frame, then we can obtain a well-defined pixel for
about 14.7 ms or 18.0 ms, which is around 88% or 90% of the
frame period for PAL (20 ms) or NTSC (16.7 ms) standards, respectively. This optical efficiency is superior to common liquid
crystal polarized optical attenuators. A proper preconditioned
driving signal exploiting the system dynamics also can reduce
ringing and improve the switching time significantly.
E. Reliability and Lifetime
There are over 180 zigzag actuators on each shared MUMPs
chip. The postprocess does not physically damage any zigzag
actuator. However, understanding the failure modes of the
TMOS is critical for the reliability and lifetime assessment of
these actuators. They include optical and mechanical failures.
Optical failures originate mainly from over-etching or misalignment during through-hole etching. Careful design and a
well-controlled process can avoid these failures. Mechanical
failures are caused by actuators being stuck because of contamination, levitation, electrode damage and shutter failure
during testing. Levitation or out-of-plane movement is due
to an asymmetrical electrical field distribution in the vertical
direction and tends to let the zigzag “jump” over the stoppers
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Fig. 19. (a) SEM photograph showing the footing effect at the bottom side of a Poly1 structure. It is caused by etching of ions reflected from the charged oxide
surface during the MUMPs Poly1 etch. (b) Cross-section diagram of a cantilever shows the mechanism of etching by reflected ions.

Fig. 20. Shutter settling time (Type 2 zigzag actuator pair with gold on shutters).

can be driven with relatively low voltage and yield almost full
range controllable movement; they can be applied in a practical TMOS device. Therefore, the fatigue and reliability tests
have been performed on Type 3 and Type 4. For a single zigzag
under resoType 3 actuator, after more than
nance frequency (12.6 kHz, range 15
, sinusoidal excitation
,
), no fatigue or frequency shifts
have been observed.
For a dual actuator Type 4 TMOS, after more than
(2 kHz, full-range digital switching mode), no defects or shutter damage caused by collision were apparent. Shutters actuated for several billion cycles did not show any noticeable mechanical defect such as wear or beam rupture. The contact surface was also investigated and no deterioration has been
observed. The precise shutter movement was monitored under
the strobe-integrated setup. The bounce caused by shutter collision in the closed state was below the limit for optical obser), which is smaller than the overlapvations (less than 1
). We did not observe that
ping length of the shutters (1.5
shutter-bouncing would cause any shutter engagement within
the tested frequency range. However, above the fundamental frequency, a difference in mass between the two shutters would
shift the shutter engagement position away from the center of
the optical tunnel. A 3 3 array of nine shutters (Type 4) has
been successfully actuated except for one failed device due to
shutter sticking (yield ratio 88.8%). Their typical resonance frequency is around 18 kHz with an addressing voltage around 75
V.
VI. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

Fig. 21. Light intensity versus 60 Hz arbitrary driving signal (Type 3 zigzag
actuator pair without gold on shutters). Voltages between 0 and 80 V (dashed
lower curve) and corresponding intensity signals from the photodiode (black
upper curve) are shown. Both signals use the same x-axis.

0

and stick on the electrodes. This problem can be solved by
using double height Poly1 and Poly2 as zigzag structural layer
in order to increase its vertical stiffness.
Among all the tested designs, Type 1 has the weakest mechanical strength, and the lowest natural frequency; it stuck to the
electrode occasionally. Type 2 has the strongest structure; however, it requires the highest driving voltage. Type 3 and Type 4

The zigzag design conquers the traditional dilemma in
microactuators: using an electrostatic actuator to generate
large displacement within a small design space with relatively
low voltage. Zigzag electrostatic actuator designs enhance the
force-to-stiffness ratio for large displacement. Theoretical and
experimental results demonstrate that the zigzag design has
many advantages. First, it can achieve full range of controllable
motion for stable analog positioning. This is useful for controlling transmissive light intensity for each pixel in a variety of
tuning applications. Second, the stable traveling range (pull-in
voltage) can be adjusted simply by manipulating the width of
the zigzag without involving complicated layout rearrangements. Thus, zigzag actuators also can be driven under digital
switch mode. Third, the space-efficient configuration allows
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the zigzags to be arranged into a densely packed array for
high-resolution displays or optical data storage systems with
low unit cost. Finally, low-drive current can be achieved with
low-power consumption.
One can package a limited number of microfabricated
TMOS arrays into an individual module, and then assemble
these modules into a big wall display. The tightest arrangement,
by
which aligns TMOS units (size
) at a 45-degree angle relative to the pixel
pitch.
array, can achieve an optical tunnel spacing of 125
However, a less compact packing with optical tunnel spacing
pitch is recommended for integrating control elecof 200
tronics or spacers onto the device side of the TMOS chip.
Integration of the microlens array and TMOS chip into a
complete module is beyond the scope of this paper. A functional TMOS display module should consist of a well-aligned
microlens array and anti-electrostatic shield to achieve good
optical efficiency and a reliable operating environment. The
packaged TMOS module should also have good thermal management and durable structure to prevent device damage from
thermal or mechanical stress and unwanted bending.
Low manufacturing cost is crucial for commercialization. In
particular, using 12 silicon wafers to produce monolithic 12
TMOS displays would be prohibitive. Rather, large displays
could be achieved by tiling of smaller TMOS modules. Microlens arrays can focus the light for each module through a
TMOS that is substantially smaller than the module itself. For
further cost reduction, it is also possible to build the surface-micromachined TMOS directly on glass, quartz, or polymer substrates with integrated microlens arrays. Using a transparent
substrate would eliminate the need for through-hole etching.
Tiling the TMOS modules into a wall display with uniform
brightness and hue while avoiding seam artifacts is a significant
remaining challenge.
Finally, besides using the TMOS as a display component, this
space-efficient device also can be useful for other applications
such as optic network attenuators.
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